DESERT POEM
-

or
-

SECOND LEVEL CALTRAIN
peering downstairs

equal attention

USING A KNIFE IN THE DARK IN A CAR ON THE HIGHWAY

-

FEELING WEIRD -> WALKING AROUND
-> VOICE DICTATION INTO PHONE

BUYING A TRACTOR
I’m on my way to buy a tractor
it smells like skunk
vast lengths of videotape strewn between
bushes swishing in the afternoon scorcher
sweaty neck sun some sunscreen
tree branches hang in my face concrete sidewalk
irradiated particulates cratering my surface

Boom boom boom bombs around my ad smells like laundry some reason laundry smells like laundry wandering around can't get out of my head
Full moon cool yards walking around people over so many people it's pretty
dark pretty smooth and I just feel totally crazy
People I said there's lots of people put their people it all really some people a
few what is this fake yard
Just walking off crazy feelings making poultry into my into my phone and decoding who
It next skins next watching cars cars suburbs cars in the servers Swanner I got
the headlights the driving and I'm walking I'm walking around aimlessly looking for snacks in the suburbs
Full moon full headlights headlights full head beams highbeams beams lights
make yards real yards mostly fake yards lots of cars
Going settle in the world :-) I just have a level walking down the street cars and
why would I even make it home about it
Long walks it's actually helping a lot get rid of my crazy feelings talking it out
walking about checking out the dollar store and buy just walking bye
Burritos snacks subway dollar store coffee place to me options him out of the
suburbs more concrete but options things lights people money to be spent
things to consume crap to put my body
The highway's like we do
they heard
they heard
of cattle
like if it's like waiting into some similarities
here why would they not be other similarities

SCOOCH OVER
An excerpt from something I wrote when dates were upsetting.
I hate alcohol. It makes me fucking lonely as shit. I’m cold and alone and lonely.
Cold. And tipsy. And so clean and ready to makeout. So ready. Just let me stay
over. Can you scooch over here and touch my hand? Sit closer and touch my
hand. Hey can you scooch over? No, like closer to me. Just sit closer to me so
our faces are close. So we can feel eachother’s breath and heat from our faces.
That if we move too quick we might run into eachother. I want that. Please be
that close to me. So that we may kiss with the slightest of effort. I had my face
up on your hair for the splitest of seconds and it was the best part of my day.
When we had that really quick hug at the end there. And that awkward moment
like ‘ok-ok-heh-ok goodnight.’ Should I have just kissed you there? Should I
have hugged you longer? You said you had to go like all of a sudden, ‘I gotta
rally in the morning so I should head to Woodside.’ Oh, well fuck, ok. It’s only
I just want a hint of nice things in the future. I want to touch your hand and for
you to smile like you liked it. I don’t need you to blow me. I don’t need to see
you naked. I don’t need all that raunchy stuff. But I want a hint that you enjoy
my physical contact. To know that if I hug you for a long time you won’t feel
trapped. You’ll also enjoy it. You’ll enjoy me enjoying being up in your hair.
…
I just want you here. I want you in my armpit. I want to be in your armpit. I
want to lie in your hair. Can I just take your glasses and your shirt off?
-->

